
Wooden Sindoor Box Pattachitra
Art 3 in
Read More
SKU: 01164
Price: ₹1,680.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Accessories, Sindoor Box

Product Description

CRAFTS ODISHA brings you a lovely and unique Sindoor box with Patachitra art,
perfect for your makeup collection or gifting. Material: Wood Dimension(HWL): 3 x 2.5
x 2.5 inch Depiction of the wooden sindoor Daani:

The product described here is a wooden Sindoor box with Pattachitra.
Perfectly decorated with paintings of Lord Jagannath's, Baladev's, and Subhadra's pictures,
the wooden box looks sleek and gorgeous.
The most important fact is, that intricately hand-painted gives it a special touch and uplifts
its importance.
This decorative item is handcrafted and made up of handpicked wood with a smooth
surface and has been crafted by skilled artisans from Odisha. The colors used are organic
and non-toxic too.

The exclusive wooden Sindoor box:

This splendid sindoor box can glorify your vanity desk.
This sindoor box is an ideal choice for someone who likes to collect creative goods.
They don't occupy much space at the vanity desk or in the handbag because of their small
size.
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Not only Kumkum, but you can also store small accessories of yours like a precious ring,
Earring, or any stone.
A brilliant gifting option for the bride or in Puja, rituals, housewarming ceremonies, etc.

How to clean wooden sindoor Daani:

Wooden toys are incredibly low maintenance due to their natural antibacterial quality and
mostly won’t need cleaning more than once a month.
Never soak wooden boxes, it’ll cause them to swell and change shape.
As long as you know how to clean wooden accessories effectively, they should continue
looking great for generations.
Wipe with a dry cloth to remove any dirt or debris.
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